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Summary 

 

The trans-Tasman migration of New Zealanders remains an issue of considerable interest to 

both researchers in the academy as well as researchers and policy makers in the public sector, 

especially in an era of unprecedented effort by governments throughout the developed world 

to attract overseas migrants with skills to their domestic labour markets. The Marsden-funded 

research on the subsequent movement behaviour of 126,193 New Zealand citizens, who 

moved across the Tasman between August 1999 and July 2002 with the intention of staying 

for at least 12 months, is providing important new evidence on and understandings of the 

circulatory behaviour of migrants between developed countries. A unique data base on the 

931,921 moves of these New Zealanders was obtained from the Department of Immigration, 

Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA) during 2005 and this data base, complemented 

by one for a similar group of migrants from the United Kingdom (a “control group”), is 

shedding new light on the circulation of New Zealanders between Australia and New Zealand.  

Results from this analysis will be published and reported at conferences during 2006. 

 

Introduction 

 

This project is concerned with the mobility behaviour of New Zealanders who migrated to 

Australia between August 1999 and July 2002. The settlement and subsequent mobility of 

New Zealanders in Australia is important from demographic, socio-economic and policy 

perspectives because one in ten New Zealand citizens lives in Australia and New Zealand is 

Australia’s second largest country source of migrants, after the United Kingdom. Moreover, 

trans-Tasman migration is a major driver of New Zealand’s international migration system. 

Besides micro-level (unit record) cross-sectional data derived from the Australian census in 

August 2001, the project also uses a unique longitudinal dataset provided by DIMIA on New 

Zealand citizens arriving in Australia for stays of 12 months or longer between 1 August 1999 

and 31 July 2002. This dataset tracks all subsequent moves of these migrants out of and back 

into Australia, up to July 2005. This information is of considerable interest to gain a better 

understanding of the notable volatility in trans-Tasman migration and to assess the impact of 

the removal of labour market-related social security eligibility for New Zealanders in 

Australia, implemented since March 2001.  

 

To identify the effects of the social security arrangements on other factors influencing 

migration flows at the time, a similar dataset for a “control group” of United Kingdom 

citizens is also obtained and analysed. The policy changes did not affect the latter group. 

Consequences of the policy change on both the likelihood of onward (or return) migration and 

migrants’ “attachment” to Australia are analysed. The results, together with an analysis of the 

living arrangements and socio-economic characteristics of New Zealand migrants to Australia 

using 2001 census data for both Australia and New Zealand, allow us to establish the social 

and economic contexts within which recent New Zealand migrants are situated. In addition, 

the study provides evidence of growing complexity of circulatory patterns in the trans-

Tasman migration system that is consistent with the new paradigm of international migration. 

 

 



Progress 

 

The activities planned for the year 2005 have all been undertaken. A research student, Ms 

Lynda Sanderson, enrolled in the MPhil programme at the University of Waikato and has 

been employed on the project since April 2005. Because she aims to complete her thesis in the 

first half of 2006, work on the DIMIA data originally scheduled for year 2 has been 

accelerated. Consequently, the project is currently ahead of the schedule outlined in the 

proposal.  

 

Progress towards achieving the three specific objectives can be summarised as follows: 

 

Objective 1: trace patterns of circulation/return migration using the flow data and ID 

matching procedures focussing on movement experiences between August 1999 and August 

2005.  

 

Data on subsequent mobility of three cohorts of migrants to Australia were obtained from 

DIMIA following consultation at the University of Adelaide in May 2005 with Professor 

Graeme Hugo (AI), Director of the National Centre for Social Applications of GIS. The 

cohorts are migrants arriving between August 1999 and July 2000, August 2000 and July 

2001, and August 2001 and July 2002. Preliminary analysis of these data has been undertaken 

by Ms Sanderson in collaboration with Professors Poot (PI) and Bedford (AI). Comparison of 

the NZ and UK migrant groups shows a significant degree of repeat and return mobility 

among New Zealanders. Observed patterns of movement differ substantially from stated 

intentions, with large numbers of NZ migrants either prolonging or reducing their intended 

stay. Immigration regulations clearly play a huge role in the timing of departures, with UK 

citizens constrained by maximum time limits and much more likely to depart as intended. Life 

cycle factors are also important, affecting both the probability of departure and the extent of 

repeated international travel. 

 

Objective 2: situate these trans-Tasman migrants in their social contexts using 2001 census 

data thus enabling the mover population to be examined with reference to a relevant total 

population and all the associated socio-economic data on this population. 

 

Access to unit record data bases is essential for the development of the method for examining 

the composition of the trans-Tasman migrant families and analysing the characteristics of all 

individuals in these families. The National Centre for Social Applications of GIS at the 

University of Adelaide is the only research centre in a university that has one percent 

household sample files for all Australian censuses since 1981. Dr Ho (PI) has been appointed 

an Honorary Visiting Research Fellow in the University of Adelaide since January 2005 so 

that she can have direct access to the unit record census data. She spent four weeks in 

Adelaide in year 1 (three weeks in April and 1 week in December) examining the record 

structures of the Basic Confidentialised Unit Record Files (Basic CURF). Progress has been 

made in the development of procedures for extracting multi-level (individual, family, 

household) census data on migrants in their family contexts. This work will continue in year 2, 

using a new version of the analysis software (SPSS 13 or above) which has the ability to 

identify duplicate cases using the same dwelling identifier that will allow us to locate all 

individuals living with the New Zealand-born migrants in their families or households. 

 



Objective 3: use the linked (by association) flow and stock data on contemporary trans-

Tasman migration to develop models that have the potential to assist with interpreting and 

forecasting patterns of movement by New Zealanders living in Australia. 

 

Professor Poot and Ms Sanderson reviewed the development of models and statistical 

procedures for analysing the longitudinal mobility data. One focus has been the use of 

survival analysis techniques to model the probability of onward or return migration among 

new migrants to Australia. The models are used to analyse the effects of demographic 

characteristics, the change in welfare policy, and duration dependence on the instantaneous 

probability of departure.  Another area of interest is the use of counts models to examine the 

number and duration of trips away from Australia. These models give some indication of the 

proportion of time which new migrants spend in Australia, and their continued international 

mobility. 

 

Outputs during 2005: 

 

1. Two papers were published in year 1
1
. Hugo (2004) provided a preliminary 

analysis of the contemporary trends of New Zealand migration to Australia and the 

characteristics of the New Zealand-born population in Australia, while Bedford et 

al. (2004) provided a preliminary assessment of the mobility of the Maori 

populations of New Zealand and Australia between 1996 and 2001. An earlier 

version of the latter paper was presented at the International Association for 

Official Statistics (IAOS) Conference in Wellington in April 2005
2
. These two 

papers drew on immigration and census data from both New Zealand and Australia, 

and are a first step to link comparable data from Australian and New Zealand 

datasets required for this study.  

 

2. Professor Poot presented a paper (written jointly with Lynda Sanderson) on the 

modelling aspects of the project at the North American Regional Science 

Conference, Las Vegas, in November 2005. While this paper was concerned with 

an analysis of times between moves of internal migrants in New Zealand, the 

models were used as a pilot for the analysis of the DIMIA data. The paper used 

data on 2,303 retrospective location spells, reported by a sample of 680 movers in 

and out of the Western Bay of Plenty between 1 October 2001 and 30 September 

2002. It describes differences in past location spells between inward and outward 

movers and relates these to mover characteristics such as age, ethnicity, marital 

status and income. The paper finds that cumulative inertia (the decline in 

probability of a further move the more time that has passed since the previous 

move) is likely due to heterogeneity in mobility across age groups. At a given age, 

the likelihood of onward migration increases with longer duration of stay, at least 

up to a point. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Both papers were published in the New Zealand Population Review, Vol. 30. in July  2005, although the 

publishing year for Vol 30 was backdated to  2004.   
2
 This paper replaced the proposed presentation at the International Metropolis Conference in Toronto in October 

2005.  



Additional work 

 

Longitudinal data on mobility patterns are relatively rare in New Zealand. However, an 

annual survey is conducted by the University of Waikato’s Migration Research Group of 

migrants in and out of the Bay of Plenty. These data provide retrospective information on 

spells of residence that is similar to the longitudinal information obtained with the DIMIA 

data. As noted above, in order to gain a better understanding of the statistical models for 

duration data, some of the models that are currently being adapted to the DIMIA data were 

first piloted with the Bay of Plenty survey data.  

 

Changes to Objectives 

 

The necessary data have been obtained and the project is running ahead of schedule. 

Remaining activities for year 2 and planned activities for year 3 are expected to proceed as 

planned. It is anticipated that following the completion of Ms Sanderson’s MPhil and her 

return to the Ministry of Economic Development, another research student will be recruited 

for the remainder of the project. 
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